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1 of 1 review helpful A fun book By Mel This book was interesting for me being a new fan And there were many 
interesting things that I did not know about the creation of the Star Wars films that this book shed some light on The 
production timeline was also a fun read A must read for fans and non fans who are just interested in finding out how 
these great films came to be In the summer of 1977 the film Star Wars debuted at 32 theaters across the United States 
broke 30 house records and swept the world like a storm Its popularity wowed countless viewers across the globe and 
has spanned the ages to remain the film by which all others are measured Never before has the Star Wars fan base 
been stronger than it is today though few know the struggles the film would endure during its journey to grace the 
silver screen Devising a Dream A B From the Publisher For new fans and old fans Devising a Dream lets you relive 
the production and popularity of the film that changed the face of cinema Star Wars With an in depth production 
timeline and exclusive interview with Academy Award winning St 
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